
 
 

MAKE AN IMPACT FOUNDATION PARTNERS WITH KOOKS HEADERS & 

EXHAUST TO IMPACT THE LIVES OF CHILDREN IN THE LAKE NORMAN AREA 

For Immediate Release 

Monday, February 11, 2019 
Lake Norman, NC - The Make An Impact Foundation is excited to announce its recent 
partnership with Kooks Headers & Exhaust with our My Corporate Impact Fund. Kooks 
goal is to strive for excellence and manufacture the highest quality performing products 
in the industry with the latest technology and materials available. They deliver a 
designed, engineered and manufactured component of over fifty years of dedication 
and passion into the craftsmanship of what they do, and remember why every Kooks 
Headers & Exhaust product manufactured is not just a set of headers. 

Having Kooks Headers & Exhaust partner with the Make An Impact Foundation allows 

them to make a positive impact through volunteering and sponsoring community-

oriented projects for charitable organizations, churches and schools. The foundation 

appreciates their willingness to impact lives through the work we will do together.  

“It is with great enthusiasm that we (Kooks) enter into this partnership with MAIF. We 

are excited for the opportunities to really reach into our community and offer care and 

support to those in need.” – George Kook, Jr.  

The mission of Make An Impact Foundation is to promote the education and well-being 

of children. We identify children in severe need (homeless, poverty, etc.) as well as 

those with learning needs, emotional needs, disabilities or disease, and create 

opportunities to produce change in their lives. Our vision at MAIF is to meet the needs 

of children by identifying worthwhile projects, empowering project champions, and 

finding donor partners to help meet each need.  

If you would like more information on Kooks Headers & Exhaust Corporate Impact 

please contact Tina@makeanimpactnow.org  

 
Those interested in being involved in this project or becoming a donor or sponsor 
should visit https://www.makeanimpactnow.org/corporate/kooks-headers-and-exhaust or 

call Tina Muschket, Impact Manager at the Make An Impact Foundation at (980)579-
7426. 

https://www.makeanimpactnow.org/corporate/kooks-headers-and-exhaust


 

About the Make An Impact Foundation 

The mission of Make An Impact Foundation is to promote the education and well-being 
of children by identifying those in severe need (homeless, poverty, etc.) as well as 
those with learning needs, emotional needs, disabilities, or disease, and creating an 
opportunity to produce change in their lives. The vision at MAIF is to meet the needs of 
children by identifying worthwhile projects and finding donor partners to help meet 
each need. 
 
 


